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PRÉciS

on April 5th, 2017, Dr. Jorge Assef delivered a 
new lecture titled, “Fear: Clinical Details of a silent 
epidemic,” the first live broadcast presentation of the 
lacanian Compass in New york. Assef ’s lecture parsed 
the analytic concepts of fear, anxiety and phobia in their 
social and clinical manifestations from Freud through 
lacan and further elaborated by Jacques Alain-miller. 
Assef ’s research on fear began in 2015 while develop-
ing the theme for Mediodicho, the publication of the 
school of the lacanian orientation (eol) which he 
directs. References to a contemporary ‘society of fear’ 
that stains the fabric of the social bond surfaced from 
the aftershocks of the terrorist attacks in Paris. Two 
citations from lacan introduced Assef ’s exploration of 
the theme of fear in “its deepest relation to subjectivity.” 
In the text, La troisième (The Third), lacan wonders, 
‘What are we afraid of?’ and answers, ‘Of our body.’ In 
an interview in Panorama in 1974, lacan was asked 
what drives people to have themselves analyzed. lacan 
answered, ‘Fear. . .’

Following lacan’s trajectory from an emphasis on the 
signifier to the impasses of the real, Assef ’s text care-
fully distinguishes two aspects of fear. The first aspect is 
articulated through the signifier in the clinical phe-
nomena of phobia as a defense against anxiety which 
appears in relation to the object a. By Seminar XX, 
lacan pushes fear beyond the relation to the signi-
fier and the object to the paralyzing impact of the real 
stripped of the semblants. By following this thread 
through lacan’s teaching, Assef deliniates these two 
faces of fear which psychoanalysis encounters in the 
clinic, fear as an affect on the side of the real erupting 
through the body, and fear as an organizing phobic trait 
which relies on the symbolic precisely to defend against 
this real.

Assef concludes by examining fear as a social epidemic 
touching on the decline of the Name of the Father 
and the consequences of science and capitalism as 
discourses implicated in the contemporary discontents 
of civilization. segregation is understood as an effect of 
the scar left by the fall of the other as social guarantee. 
Assef diagnoses the ‘silent epidemic’ of fear via the ef-
fects of the real slipping through a ‘generalized uncer-
tainty’ in the era of the other that does not exist.

The lacanian Compass wishes to thank Jorge for shar-
ing this far-reaching and nuanced work with the laca-
nian orientation in the united states. We look forward 
to seeing him again very soon!

Cyrus Saint Amand Poliakoff
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1. INTRoDuCTIoN 

The topic of "fear,” which was chosen for this presenta-
tion, was one that I had been working on for a while. 
In Argentina I am the director of a publication of the 
school of the lacanian orientation (eol) called Me-
diodicho. every year, this publication does research on 
a different topic. last year's issue was precisely on fear, 
so I've been looking into this topic for over a year. As 
an introduction, I'd like to tell you how the topic came 
up for the first time. 

It was December 2015. By the end of every year, the 
topic of the following year's publication is chosen. 
over a cup of coffee in Argentina I came across a 
news article written by Judith Butler as a response 
to the terrorist attacks in Paris the previous month 
(November 2015). The author said, “[we] are living in 
times of fear, [...].”1 I had a look at the newspapers on 
other tables in the café and noticed that the headlines 
were announcing all kinds of economic catastrophes 
and emphasized the daily crime news to highlight 
that the country was experiencing a wave of insecurity. 
Then I remembered miller's words in another paper, 
Le Point: “the risk society has become a society of fear 
since science stopped inspiring trust. That is the case in 
our times.”2 I thought that, indeed, here, there, every-
where, in every country, in different ways, fear — in 
its different forms — stains everyday issues.  later, a 
paragraph from La troisième (The Third) came to mind. 

There, lacan wonders, “What are we afraid of?”  He 
answers, “of our body.”3 Then the echoes of the inter-
view lacan gave to the magazine Panorama in 1974 
immediately came up. When asked what drives people 
to have themselves analyzed, lacan answers “Fear”: 
“When things happen to them, even things that they 
wanted to happen, things they don’t understand, people 
get frightened. They suffer from not understanding and 
they gradually fall into a state of fear.”4 

This answer by Lacan in 1974 becomes even more 
relevant today, because the symptoms associated with 
fear, such as panic and phobia, stand out widely in the 
demands in our clinical offices. 

so, in that café, then, I realized that lacan's last teach-
ing, the clinical work with the parlêtre, speaking being 
(which includes the body), contemporary symptoms, 
and the subjectivity of the times are all organized and 
articulated around the issue of fear. Fear revealed itself 
as a central topic to look into. 

eight months later, the magazine Mediodicho No 42 was 
released. The title we gave it had the same question that 
lacan asks in La troisième: What are we afraid of? The 
cover image has a very particular resonance in this city 
(NyC). It's the photo Richard Drew took on 9/11 dur-
ing the terrorist attack on the Twin Towers. The title of 
the picture is The Falling Man.

1.Butler, J. “sobre los atentados,” Nov 15 (2016): https://contraindica-
ciones.net/judith-butler-sobre-los-atentados-en-paris/ Translation by 
the author. The same article was published in english as “mourning 
Becomes the law,” Nov 14 (2016): https://instituto25m.info/mourning-
becomes-the-law-judith-butler-from-paris/  In english the sentence 
fragment is a little different: “Horrific, sad and foreboding times, […]." 

FEAR: clinicAl DEtAilS OF  
A SilEnt EPiDEmic

2. miller, J-A. "el carnaval de lo los miedos," Le Point, Paris. 4 de 
diciembre de (2008). Translation by the author. 

3. lacan, J. "la Tercera", ed. Jacques-Alain miller, Trans. Gerardo Are-
nas, Graciela Brodsky. Revista de la Escuela de la Orientación Lacaniana 
n° 18 (Buenos Aires: Grama 2015): pp 9-32. Translation by the author.

4. lacan, J. “Freud Forever: An Interview with Panorama” Hurly Burly: 
The International Lacanian Journal of Psychoanalysis 12 (2015): p 15.
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We chose this photo because september 11th was an 
event that had an impact on all of us, not only on New 
yorkers. It was a historic breaking point in our era, 
from which fear became increasingly present in social 
discourse and in everyday life. But we also thought that 
this controversial photo highlights a subjective decision, 
because the man who chooses to jump off a window 
makes us think, at least as a hypothesis, that even in the 
most desperate conditions there's room for subjectivity. 
This is precisely where I'd like to start discussing the 
topic that has brought us together today: exploring fear 
in its deepest relation with subjectivity.  

of course, we cannot disregard the fact that the issue  
of fear has an immense domain of analysis involving 
social discourse, politics, culture, art, etc. What I mean 
is that I'm going to frame my intervention with you 
within a more precise question: What does lacan teach 
us about fear as an affect that manifests itself in the 
speaking being?

2. FeAR: ITs CoNCePT IN lACAN's WoRk

We have to say that in lacan there are two periods of 
time in order to understand the question of fear. At the 
beginning of his teaching, lacan places the function of 
fear in relation to the primacy that the symbolic has at 
that point in his work. In a second period, the stress of 
his work shifts to the real, and fear is also going to be 
understood in a different way there. let's see.

In Seminar III: The Psychoses, the function of fear re-
volves, logically, around the fundamental signifier of the 
Name-of-the-Father. In “Chapter XXI: The Quilting 
Point,” lacan says, “The fear of God isn't a signifier that 
is found everywhere.” He says that the ‘symbolic po-
tency’ of the one (which is the Name-of-the-Father in 
this seminar) is what allows a subject to come out of “a 
multiform, confused feeling, one of panic […] a world 
made up of manifold terrors."5  
 

As you can see, fear is strongly articulated to the effect 
of the Name-of-the-Father and the symbolic.

later on, when lacan does a detailed reading of the 
case of little Hans in Seminar IV: La Relation d’Objet, he 
doubles the bet. lacan works on the paradigmatic case 
of phobia published by Freud to demonstrate that it is 
the signifier that dominates the thing. However, what 
we see in this seminar is a double face of fear because 
of its relationship with anxiety.  

In so far as lacan thinks anxiety still from a classical 
standpoint — that is, from the ‘absence of an object’ 
— he believes that the object that provides the pho-
bia with its signifying value allows the subject to get 
out of a state of anxiety in which he gets lost. At this 
point we can understand — following lacan — that 
the fear to lose fear makes the subject anxious. That 
is to say, locating an object which is feared and there-
fore avoided (phobia) relieves the subject from anxiety, 
prevents him from being taken by the anxiety that has 
neither name, nor face, nor beginning, nor end, which 
cannot be located anywhere and, as a result, cannot be 
avoided. That's why in Seminar V: The Formation of the 
Unconscious lacan says, “In losing my fear, I have lost 
my security.”6

In Seminar V: The Formation of the Unconscious, then, 
as in all this first period of his teaching, lacan keeps 
thinking of fear (from the perspective of phobia) as that 
which allows the subject to locate an object from which 
to escape or defend himself. This provides a relief, while 
anxiety doesn't allow him to locate a cause.

When in Seminar X: Anxiety, devoted to anxiety, lacan 
conceptualizes the object petit a, he can clearly differen-
tiate anxiety from fear. 

In this seminar, lacan is opposed to the ‘psychological 
tradition,’ which states that fear has a clear object and 
that anxiety lacks an object. He goes as far as to state 
the opposite.  

5.  lacan, J.:  Seminar III: Psychosis. ed. Jacques-Alain miller, Trans. Rus-
sell Grigg  (New york: Norton, 1993): p 266. 

6. lacan J.: Seminario 5. Las Identificaciones, ed. Jacques-Alain miller, 
Trans. enric Berenger  (Argentina: Paidós. 1999): p 18. Translation by 
the author. 
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In “Chapter XII: Anxiety, signal of the Real,” lacan 
explains that most authors stress the opposition 
between fear and anxiety on the basis of the relation-
ship that each has with the object: he states that this, 
“is significative of the error that is thereby committed 
that they are led to accentuate that fear, for one, has an 
object.” And as he continues, “fear, of its nature, is ad-
equate to, corresponds to, entsprechend, the object from 
which the danger stems." 

Then lacan resorts to a (autobiographical) short story 
by Anton Chekhov “which has been translated under 
the title Panic Fears” in order to take three examples of 
situations that frightened the author. There are three 
memories that Chekhov recalls in the story:

1. From his sled Chekhov sees a burning flame in a 
tower, a tower which he knows nobody can gain entry 
to in any way. lacan says, 

having ruled out any known cause, [he] is suddenly over-
come by something which, when you read the text, can in 
no way be called anxiety and which has been translated by 
the term terror. What is involved here is not anxiety, but 
fear. What he is afraid of is not anything that threatens him, 
but something that has the character of being referred to 
the unknown aspect of what is making itself felt. 

2. one day he sees a “goods truck” that appears as a 
“phantom wagon” passing along the railway before him. 
Nobody is steering it and nothing is pulling it. lacan 
says, 

once again [it] casts him, for an instant, into the disarray of 
a real panic, which well and truly belongs to the realm of 
fear. Nor is there any threat here either. The characteristic 
of anxiety is missing in the sense that the subject is neither 
seized, nor concerned, nor implicated in his inmost depths. 

3. A dog's appearance cannot be explained and this re-
minds him of Faust's dog. lacan says, “Here, fear takes 
shape truly and verily on the side of the unknown.”7

so lacan gives these three examples in order to explain 
precisely that fear appears in the face of mystery, in 
the face of the unknown, in the face of what cannot 

be understood. That's why we cannot say that fear has 
an object that can be marked by boundaries. later on, 
lacan says clearly, “it would be just as legitimate to say 
in fact that fear has no object”8; legitimate if we think 
the function of the object on the basis of object petit a, 
which is in fact at play in the case of anxiety.

The opposite happens with anxiety. To explain this, 
lacan resorts again to three examples. First, when he is 
writing about the moment when oedipus has torn his 
eyes from their sockets, he says,

What is the moment of anxiety? Is it the possibility of that 
action whereby oedipus tears out his eyes, sacrifices them, 
offers them at the price of the blinding that fulfills his des-
tiny? Is that what anxiety is? Is it man’s possibility of maim-
ing himself ? No, it isn’t. It is what I’m trying to designate 
through this image, it is the impossible sight that threatens 
you, of your own eyes lying on the ground . . .9

The other two examples are paintings by Zurbaran: 
one of lucy, in which the saint who has sacrificed her 
sight is carrying her eyes on a plate; and the other of 
Agatha: it's the same scene, but this time she is carry-
ing her breasts on the plate. so the two questions lacan 
highlights about anxiety - unlike fear - is that the ob-
ject is present in anxiety and that the subject is deeply 
involved in the situation because that which becomes 
dangerous is something constitutive of himself.  

Well then, from the analysis of the case of little Hans 
that lacan presents in Seminar X, we can deduce that 
fear will be that which eventually structures itself as 
phobia, that is, as defense in the face of anxiety. lacan 
will uphold this idea in the following six years, until 
he states in Seminar XVI: From an Other an other: “It is 
here that there is unveiled the true function of phobia, 
which is to substitute for the object of anxiety a signi-
fier which is frightening.”10 

As you can see, the conceptualization of the object 
petit a makes it possible to redefine the relationship of 
anxiety with an object. In Seminar III anxiety didn't 
have an object, but in Seminar X what lies at the heart 
of anxiety is the object petit a. of course the object a 

9. Ibid p 162.
10. lacan, J.  El Seminario 16. De otro al otro.  ed. Jacques-Alain miller, 
Trans. Nora A. Gonzalez. Graciela Brodsky  (Argentina: Paidós. 2008):  
p 280. Translation by the author.
11. lacan, J. Anxiety .op.Cit. p 159.

 7.  lacan, J. Seminar X: Anxiety. ed Jacques-Alain miller, Trans A.R. 
Price  (Cambridge: Polity 2014): p 158-159.

8. Ibid  p 171.
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is like no other object and arguably is not an object per 
se. As lacan says “it marks a stage from which [he]will 
venture further […].”11

However, what remains the same from Seminar III 
through Seminar XVI is that fear, whose source can be 
found in the unknown, is organized around a signifier: 
the flame in the tower, the phantom wagon, the dog. 
This is what makes it possible for fear to temper anxi-
ety; fear defends the subject from anxiety because fear 
locates a signifier that makes it possible to represent 
what is feared. 

Nevertheless, it turns out that in his talk "el niño y el 
conocimiento" ("The Child and knowledge") in 2012 
Jacques-Alain miller states that phobia is “a lucubration 
of knowledge about fear, to the extent that it is its signi-
fying armour.”12 If we stick to what miller says, we have 
to admit that only when fear takes the shape of a phobia 
can we say that fear remains on the side of the signifier. 

so we could express it as follows: only when it structures 
itself around an object, through a phobia, is fear orga-
nized around a signifier and, for this reason, it becomes 
a ‘lucubration of knowledge’ which relieves the subject, 
because it allows him to orient himself in regard to 
what he must avoid, that which he must be careful of or 
escape from. 

Here I need to clarify that when we say "a phobia" in 
this context, we don't mean necessarily a phobia being 
triggered as a clinical modality of the neurotic struc-
ture; we are not necessarily talking about "little Hans," 
but about any phobic trait which can be integrated in 
anybody's life without complications. If we take a look 
among the most common, we can mention, for example, 
the fear of rats, snakes, airplanes, darkness, etc. It all 
depends on each individual. 

As you can see, we all have a phobic trait somewhere. 
We all have a signifier that allows us to make a ‘lucubra-
tion of knowledge’ about fear. so far, then, we have seen 
that beginning in Seminar X lacan understands that 

fear doesn't have an object, but despite that, between 
Seminar III and Seminar XVI for lacan fear is on the 
side of the signifier. 

However, in the quote by miller that I read earlier, he 
says that fear is not on the side of the signifier, but  
that only when fear appears structured as a phobia 
does it become a signifier. It's time, then, to move on 
to lacan's last teaching. As you all know, it begins in 
Seminar XX: Encore. In Seminar XX, the issue above 
is simplified, because here lacan explains that both 
the object and the signifier can be semblants and, 
therefore, can be symbolic-imaginary constructions.13 
so we must deduce that, originally, if fear is neither 
of the order of the object (because, as lacan says, it is 
anxiety - not fear - that is linked to the object a) nor of 
the order of the signifier (because, as we said, fear can 
be organized around a signifier, but that is a secondary 
moment), it does not belong to the field of semblants, 
which shows that it does not belong to the symbolic or 
imaginary register.
 
let's see, in Seminar XX lacan introduces the term 
parlêtre (speaking being) to designate human beings 
who, despite having been marked by language, have a 
living body. This body lodges an irreducible jouissance 
to a signifier, that which lacan designates with the 
term real. This jouissance that is unknown, inhabits us, 
many times plays tricks on us, exceeds us, surpasses us 
despite our own will… 

In his talk in Rome entitled La troisième (The Third), 
lacan already had all the concepts of his last teach-
ing, because Seminar XX was delivered in 1972 and La 
troisième in 1974. In order to understand what miller 
means in the quote above and the place of fear in 
lacan's last teaching, we have to situate ourselves in 
relation to La troisième. 

There, lacan states that our body contributes to the 
uneasiness that Freud defined in Civilization and 
Its Discontents. In that text, lacan asked, “What are 
we afraid of?” He answered, “of our body!,” and he 

12. miller, J-A: "el niño y el conocimiento". Blog EOL Santa Fe. 1 de ju-
lio. (2016): p 1. http://trabalenguas-eolsantafe.blogspot.com.ar/2011/12/
institutodel-nino-universidad-popular.html. accessed Feb 4, 2017.  Trans-
lation by the author.

13. lacan, J. Seminar XX: Encore. ed Jacques-Alain miller, Trans Bruce 
Fink (New york: Norton, 1998): In the english version of this seminar, 
lacan links the object a with a semblance of being that the process of 
analysis can expose, pp 95-99.
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explained why he had devoted a whole seminar to the 
phenomenon of anxiety:

Anxiety, it's precisely something which is located 
elsewhere in our body; it's the feeling that arises as 
a result of this suspicion that comes to us, of being 
reduced to our body. All the same, as it's very curi-
ous that this debility of the parlêtre has managed to 
get so far in the end, of course… it's that we have 
realized that anxiety is not the fear of anything via 
which the body is stimulated. It's a fear  
of fear…14 

Well, let's see if you are following me. What I want to 
highlight is that in his late teaching lacan continues to 
differentiate anxiety from fear, and he adds that anxiety 
is ‘a fear of fear.’ 

Here, we need to go back to Seminar XX, where lacan 
locates the concept of affect, different from the concept 
of anxiety. Affects are — and I quote lacan “what result 
from the presence of llanguage insofar as it articulates 
things by way of knowledge (de savoir)*  that go much 
further than what the speaking being sustains (supporte)  
by way of enunciated knowledge.”15 

The lacanian definition of affects involves, then, a 
knowledge that oversaturates the being and deposits its 
effects on the body. And lacan's interest in fear at the 
end of his teaching is precisely because fear goes hand 
in hand with the real (there is no object, no signifier, no 
semblant); it's something that we feel on a body level 
and that paralyzes us. lacan says, “fear paralyses, it is 
evinced in inhibiting actions, even fully disorganizing 
ones, or it casts the subject into a turmoil that is least 
adapted to the response.”16 

The interview I mentioned at the beginning, where 
lacan is asked what drives people to have themselves 
analyzed — to which he answers, ‘Fear’ — was precisely 
carried out by an Italian magazine called Panorama 

when lacan was in Rome to present his text  entitled 
La troisième. As we can see, lacan had the question 
of fear in mind, but mainly because fear thought of as 
an affect allowed him to access what had become his 
utmost interest at that time: the register of the real.
Affects are “a true touch of real,” says lacan.17  That's 
why he's interested in fear. 

This conception of fear does not invalidate the previ-
ous one; that is, when a subject structures a phobia or a 
phobic trait, he finds a signifier to name that ‘touch of 
the real.’ That's what miller explains when he says that 
phobia is a ‘lucubration of knowledge about fear.’ In this 
context, fear thus presented is already a second elabora-
tion, a defense against anxiety. However, its source lies 
somewhere else; it's in the real, where the potency of 
fear stems from.

so we can say that fear has two faces: on the one hand, 
it's an affect; it's akin to the real and, ultimately, dem-
onstrates the fact that there is no other of the other, 
that there is neither knowledge that can be satisfied nor 
knowledge without a hole. on the other hand, when 
fear is organized around a signifier by means of a phobic 
trait, for example, it becomes a barrier and a defensive 
shield in the face of that unbridgeable gap.

3. TWo PoINTs ABouT FeAR AND ouR 
CuRReNT DIsCoNTeNT 

earlier on, I said I couldn't turn a blind eye to the 
question of fear as the topic for a publication when I 
realized how pervasive it was in our culture. Incidentally, 
Jacques-Alain miller says that 

fear is the passion of mercantile societies […]. once trade 
has erased the sense of the sacred and the point of honor, 
what's the only sovereign good left? It's welfare. What 
dominates from now on is everybody's desire to take shelter, 
to feel secure. Insecurity becomes the absolute evil. The cult 
of happiness spawns the reign of fear.18 

16. lacan, J. Seminar X: Anxiety. op. Cit., p.159. 

17. lacan, J. Television. ed. Joan Copjec,Trans. Denis Hollier et al. 
(Newyork: Norton, 1990): p 24.

18. miller, J-A. “el carnaval de los miedos”, Blog ELP. 4 (2008): p 1. 
http://blog.elp.org.es/all/cat15/el_carnaval_de_los_miedos_por_jacques_
al. accessed Feb 4, 2017.  Translation by the author.

14. lacan, J. "la Tercera", ed. Jacques-Alain miller, Trans. Gerardo 
Arenas, Graciela Brodsky. Revista de la Escuela de la Orientación Lacani-
ana n° 18 (Buenos Aires: Grama 2015), p 27. Translation by the author.

15. lacan, J. Seminar XX. op. Cit. p 139.
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Following this line of research, which is to think fear as 
the social epidemic of our times, I would like to make 
two brief points about this topic.

1. Fear and Segregation 

lacan states, “There is only one social symptom: each 
individual is actually a proletarian; that is to say, he has 
no discourse with which to make a social connection, in 
other words, a semblant.”19 

We have, then, without disguises, the only symptom 
lacan calls inherently social, and it is that continuous 
dissolution of social bonds from and by the condition 
itself of the labor system that constructs the capitalist's 
discourse to which increasing anxiety and fear can be 
attributed, according to Juan Carlos Indart.20 To this 
perspective, we need to add what lacan states in 1968: 

in our day and age, we could classify the mark, the scar left 
by the father’s disappearance under the general label of 
segregation. The common belief is that our civilization’s uni-
versalism, and communication standardize human relations. 
I, on the contrary, believe that what characterizes our cen-
tury —and we cannot fail to be aware of it — is a complex, 
reinforced and constantly overlapping form of segregation 
that only manages to generate more and more barriers.21

These two quotations by lacan show us that the effects 
of the capitalist discourse and the decline of the pater-
nal function have weakened the ancient social bond. He 
also says that such movement has left scars. The spread 
of fear as a social epidemic is one of them, but it is a 
scar which, in turn, has other effects: segregation, for 
example. 

Currently, we are witnessing a logic toward the need for 
segregation in order to build supposedly ‘safe’ commu-
nities and imagine a common participation in groups of 
‘equal’ subjects, where the real can be kept away. 

But we also have to bear in mind what returns as an 
effect of that logic of segregation, because we know that 

anything that is rejected without elaboration returns. 
For example, one of the most devastating returns we 
can see today are martyrs, subjects who, according to 
lacan, have no fear. In Seminar VII: The Ethics of Psy-
choanalysis, he states: “only the martyrs know neither 
pity nor fear. Believe me, the day when the martyrs are 
victorious will be the day of universal conflagration.”22

2 - Fear and the Big Other Who Does Not Exist

studies by scholars of fear such as Joanna Bourke (Fear: 
A Cultural History, 2007) or Zigmunt Bauman (Liquid 
Fear, 2006) show that first-world societies are the ones 
living in the most fear, which proves that technoscien-
tific development and the benefits of capitalism do not 
solve the problem.

something is not working in the way everybody be-
lieved it should be, so psychoanalysis is summoned into 
action within its full rights because the sociological, 
historical, and cultural consideration of "fear" does not 
veil that it's about something which affects each and 
every one. What is evident — because we experience it 
daily — is the fact that no matter how many defenses 
we build in the face of fear, the real slips through. 

The fact is that the threat of a big other that strays 
from the law and from what is expected always makes 
an appearance in order to show the failure of the 
symbolic. Thus, every time the unexpected appears the 
way it does in the stories lacan takes from Chekhov, 
something of the real slips through, something that 
escapes order and bears witness to the fact that there is 
no other of the other, that there is neither knowledge 
that can be satisfied nor knowledge without a hole. 

Incidentally, my teacher of english (thanks to whom I 
can be speaking here today) brought me a survey that 
Chapman university conducted last year (2016) on 
what strikes fear in Americans. A random sample (con-

19. lacan, J. "la Tercera", ed. Jacques-Alain miller, Trans. Gerardo Are-
nas, Graciela Brodsky. Revista de la Escuela de la Orientación Lacaniana n° 
18 (Buenos Aires: Grama 2015): p 9. Translation by the author.

20. Indart, J.C “sobre la política del miedo y el discurso de Donald 
Trumpo” Mediodicho 42 (2016): p 82-87. Translation by the author.

21. lacan J. “ Note on the Father and universalism” Lacanian Review: 
Hurly-Burly 3 (2016): p 11.

22. lacan, J. Seminar VII: The Ethics of Psychoanalysis. ed. Jacques-Alain 
miller, Trans Dennis Porter (New york: Norton, 1992): p 267.   
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sisting of 1,511 adults from across the united states) 
were asked their level of fear about 79 different fears 
across a huge variety of topics.  
 
What I noticed is that, nowadays, people are less fre-
quently afraid of ghosts, witches, animals, etc. Instead, 
the top fears are corrupt government officials (60%), 
terrorist attacks (40%), and economic or financial col-
lapse (37%).23 

I don't know what you think, but these results make 
me reflect again about the scars left by the decline of 
the father in our times. The three most common fears 
are linked more to the lack of a guarantee of contem-
porary social discourse than to specific beings, such as 
the devil or snakes, as they were in the past. 

I find it interesting to think that what spreads fear as 
a silent epidemic today is the fact that the big other 
is more and more delocalized: who is the guarantor?, 
who is the enemy?, who is the hero? It's in this sort of 
generalized uncertainty that the real slips through and 
produces its effects case by case.

23. https://blogs.chapman.edu/wilkinson/2016/10/11/americas-top-
fears-2016/
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